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A DRINKING CLUB WITH

may contain some TRUTH

A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2406 26 Morley Rd Trevallyn Hare: Goblet

Had a quick look at Google Maps, decided where to lay Trail – nothing could go wrong!
Down the bush track to Pitt Avenue and the first Check. Trail would be found further up Pitt Avenue leading to Prues’
recently completed house [not on Google Maps] Now this fact would have rung alarm bells to a normally attentive
person – well it didn’t!
So down Rankine, across Addison and up to Pomona Road North. Throw in a Check and the Pack would find Trail Up
Assisi Avenue continuing down the lane, crossing back to Assisi, straight up to the pasture area which I knew could be
crossed to Tamar Rise in the new subdivision. [This had been confirmed by Google Maps.]
Oh Shit! It was fenced off! Disaster, what to do? There was no option – put in a FT and return to the lane and add Trail
down to Pomona Road via Gilford Road. BUT, that would bring the Trail right back to the first Check!!! Total Cock Up!
They were bound to find the wrong Trail!
So, the decision was to not lay any Trail till I would be past the area and well down Pomona Road, then return after
the Pack had set off, and mark out the missing Trail.
Could I possibly pull myself out of the Shit!
So, laid Trail into Tamar Rise, up Chevron Place to the lane I had originally intended to come down, allowing me to get
into Eden Hills Road and another lane I wanted to use. There was now a light at the end of the tunnel. Crossing into
the Tamar Rise Recreation area where more lanes made themselves available. Took the lane all the way to Pitten
Crief, down to the bottom where I placed the On Home on a drain cover.
Back at the venue Tyles was busy smashing a Louis the 14th ormolu and peach wood commode, reportedly once
owned by Napoleons’ mistress. “This’ll get the fire pot going” said Tiles.
My only issue now, was to get Bugsy to lead the Pack in the right direction at the first Check.
Bugsy had problems as Rainbow was running all over the place and had to be restrained. Fortunately for me, Bugsy
was able get him under control and going in the right direction
- all went as planned and I was able to go back and lay the missing section of Trail.
Some days you just get lucky.

ON ON:
One would think there was a lack of fire wood at Tyles block his boss has sent a set of chest-of- draws up to the
shed ideal for keeping odds and ends off the floor. Tyles has other ideas straight to the fire pot as kindling. A
couple of ON downs tonight, Goblet the Hare, Scary the fencing contractor who can stretch one bag of premix
concrete to seven post holes, Slo Mo stuffing up Sheilas joke of the week. The usual salubrious prizes to be
won in the raffle , Scary picking up a six pack Thumbs a ratchet tie down strap and Bendover a Stanley knife
set. A late cummer to the ON ON site is Binny he is presented with his long overdue 1500 Run Badge and a
skoll which he had no trouble putting away

The 2019 Committee The Committee that “Isn't afraid to make changes ”
GM: Boong JM: Rickshaw, Hash Cash: Goblet, Monk: Tyles Trail Master: Abba, Horn: Bendover, Lip: Sheila, Scribe: Run report
is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Thumbs

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 10th December 32 Rowland Cres Summerhill Hare: Fingers
Tuesday 17th December The Hash Temple 6 Munford St Kings Meadows Hare: Hash Pash

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 19h December All Year Round Tavern Wellington St
Joke of the Week

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
This will make
good kindling

Scary could
have recycled
those draws

